THE 39th SPORTS EMMY® AWARDS: WHAT’S NEW?
The following revisions and refinements have been made to the Sports
Emmy® Award rules and procedures with respect to previous editions of
the rules.


After a decade of holding the entry fees static, fees now increase
$25 for all categories. Program, Feature, New Media, Special
Classification, Promotion and Spanish-Language categories: $400;
Personality and Craft categories: $300



The format of this Call for Entries has changed, with summaries
highlighting the key rules and procedures, including the list of
eligible job titles associated with each category. These summaries
do not preclude any aspect of the official rules and, if there are
any discrepancies, the written rule text takes precedence.



The categories Outstanding Studio Design/Art Direction and
Outstanding Production Design/Art Direction have been combined
into the category Outstanding Studio or Production Design/Art
Direction. The Studio Design category has seen a declining number
of entries the past two years, necessitating the change.



Stage Managers are now eligible in the “live” sports and studio
categories.



In the Outstanding Sports News Anthology category, up to eight (8)
excerpts will be allowed on the entry video presentation. A one
year trial, this change was made to allow for better presentation of
longer feature stories that make up these telecasts.



DVDs are no longer required to be submitted for the Documentary
categories. Blu-rays are still needed for the Technical Team
Remote, Technical Team Studio and the George Wensel Technical
Achievement categories. The video submission for these three
categories must be uploaded as well to the entry website by the
deadline for review purposes.
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If a production is not wholly-produced by the network or entity that
enters it in the Sports Emmy® Awards, “World Feed” Executive
Producers, Producers and Directors must be entered as statue-eligible
individuals. Subject to review by NATAS, the threshold of “wholly
produced” for live and “live-to-tape” productions is four unilateral
coverage cameras, talent under the direction of the producer, and
graphics and replays controlled by the production team. If requested,
a production survey with a camera plot and equipment levels may be
required to confirm eligibility.



Revisions have been made regarding limiting the number of
individuals entered for the George Wensel Technical Achievement
Award and the method of verifying their qualification. The quota for
the number of innovators who may be entered as statue-eligible
remains at 10, but a detailed paragraph of the duties and
contribution for each of the innovators entered must be included by
the entry deadline for review by the National Awards Committee for
all entrants in this category. (In the past, an explanatory paragraph
for under 10 innovators was not necessary.) A petition may be made
for a quota waiver in cases where a substantial contribution by more
than 10 individuals calls for their consideration.
The term “Innovator” is defined as those individuals who invent, make
changes, create or introduce new processes, devices, techniques or
systems. Generally they are the creators of the innovation, not
managers, supervisors, executives, approvers or financiers of the
project.
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